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composition, and distribution were perennially disquieting elementsthat provoked many complaints about what
Horsmandencalled the “great numbers” of slaves,about
their having “too great liberties,” and about their
“making use of them to the worst purposes.“4

hirty black menmet their deathat public handsin New
York City during 1741. Thirteen were burned at the
stake; seventeen were hanged. The general charge
against them was conspiracy, and the episodesurrounding their executions, and those of four whites, hasbeen
dubbed in New York history “The Great Slave Conspiracy” or “The New York Conspiracy of 1741.“I

William Smith, father of the noted historian of New
York sometimes applauded for his antislavery views,
echoedHorsmanden’sconcernsabout blacks. Working
as a prosecutor during the conspiracy trials, the elder
Smith declaredthat “we shall never be quite safe,till that
wicked race are under more restraint, or their number
greatly reducedwithin this city.“’

In his officially commissionedaccountof the episode,
published in 1744, Daniel HorsmandenEsq., one of the
judges during the conspiracy trials, declared the evidence proved that “the people, in general, might be
persuadedof the necessitythere is, for every one that has
negroes,to keep a very watchful eye over them, and not
to indulge them with too great liberties, which we find
they make use of to the worst purposes,caballing and
confederating together in mischief, in great numbers,
when they may.“2

Lieutenant Governor George Clarke also expressed
worries. He warned the city council and magistrates
throughout the province in 1742 that, “as you value the
peaceand safety of this city and province, and your own
preservation . . ., you are hereby strictly charged and
required to see the laws against negroes duly and
punctually executed.“6

Horsmanden’s judgments and the facts of the conspiracy episode itself fell quickly into a deepening
shadow of controversy about whether slaves in the city
had actually plotted a wholesale uprising in 1741. That
shadow has long obscured the episode’s underlying
substanceand dimmed the reality of how the conspiracy
episode developed and how it was connected to New
York’s history.3

More than the threat of civil disorder from slaves
concernedClarke. The deeperdangerhe saw was social
disquiet and division which the slave presencefostered.
New York’s laboring white men, for example, long
resentedcompetition with slavesthat drove down wages
and pushedup unemployment.“The artificers complain
with too much reasonof the pernicious customof breeding slaves to trades,whereby the honestand industrious
tradesmen are reduced to poverty for want of
employ[ment],” Clarke warned in 1737.7 Distressed
about slavesoccupying positions he thought were better
taken by whites, Clarke called for an end to slaves
competing for skilled work, if New York’s social and
economic developmentwere to thrive. His messagewas
enlargedand often repeatedby white workingmen after
the American Revolution.*

The dark and threatening image slaves cast in 1741
largely reflected New York’s experience with slaves
during theeighteenthcentury. There wasno denying that
the slaveshad a record of being a troublesomepresence,
particularly in New York City. That record and trends
within the city’s population, more than simply the disputed issues of 1741, were what Horsmandenand his
fellow New Yorkers reacted to during the conspiracy
proceedings.
The judge’s comments then reflected not simply an
apologia for the official handling of the conspiracy, but

The comments and complaints from Horsmanden,
Smith, Clarke, and others against slavery in pre-revolutionary New York centeredon severalsignificant points.

a common view of New York’s slaves as a growing
problem. Particularly the black population’s size,
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The first was the relatively dense slave population in
New York City, for no place in the province matchedthe
enclave on the southern tip of Manhattan Island.g
Stretching barely three squaremiles, the fledgling city
before the Revolution packed an increasing number of
slavesinto its quarters.Countedin 1771at their peak,the
blacks in New York City numbered3,137. That was not
as many as Albany County’s 3,877 in 1771; but beyond
its city of about 350 houses,expansive Albany included
virtually all the colony’s population throughout the undefined northern frontier, and its density was less than 1
black per squaremile.
On Manhattan, even taking the whole island’s total of
twenty-two square miles rather than simply the three
occupied by the city, the density was 142.6 blacks per
square mile (see Table 1). At the beginning of the
eighteenth century, the blacks’ density in the city was
31.8 per square mile--again, using the entire area of
Manhattan.Using the tenth of the areaactually occupied,
the blacks’ density was more than 200 (233.3) per square
mile in 1703 and more than 1,000 (1045.7) in 1771 (see
Table 1). Blacks lived in almost all Manhattan’s communities during the eighteenth century. A few free
blacks-numbering perhaps a hundred by 1749-were
scatteredin the island’s rum1outreachessuchasBowling
Green and Harlem, but like the general population on
Manhattan, blacks were concentrated in the city on the
lower tip of the island. There, too, they inhabited almost
every section-there was no slave quarter nor a black
ghetto in the city before the Revolution.”
Slaves were more likely to be found in some neighborhoods of the city-the better ones-because of the
correlation between wealth and slave holding. Slave
holderswith more than threeslavesin 1703,for example,
ranked in the upper fifth (85th percentile) of the community in socioeconomic status; and those with one to
threeslaveswere in the upper third quartile (69th percentile). Non-slaveholders averagedin the lower half (43rd
percentile). The relation between wealth and slaveholding becamecloser during the century, particularly in the
latter half, asthepriceof slavesincreasedsignificantly.’ ’
The slaves lived, then, where the wealthy did. Dock
Street,where the city’s richest merchantslived, was the
place of residence for 58 (12.6%) of 460 slaves whose
residencewas identifiable in 1703,amongthe total black
population of 692. Fifty (10.9%) lived on that part of
QueenStreetbelow Wall Street,the secondmostwealthy
residential street.Fifty also lived on Broad Street south
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of Wall Street.Sixty-nine (15.0%) lived north of Wall in
the East Ward. Forty-three (9.3%) lived on Broadway
north of Wall Street. Fewer slaves lived in the modest
sections of the city away from the southernmost tip of
Manhattan, but even there, slaves tended to be held by
the wealthier families (see Table 2).12 The range of
distribution narrowed during the century. Blacks continued to live throughout the city, but by :the1770stheir
concentrationwasevenmore markedthan.it was in 1703.
The expanding northern edgesof the city, beyond Fresh
Water Pond, held relatively fewer slaves. The bulk
remained with the wealthy in the increasingly
fashionable addressesof lower Manhattan.13
Although housed in the city’s better neighborhoods
for the most part, slaves seldom had much space to
themselves. The most fortunate had a separateshelter
attached to the main house. Some had th.eir own room,
almost always on a separatefloor from whites, including
white servants;such slavequarterswere on a floor above
the roomsof the rest of the household,usually in a comer
of the house that was not directly above an occupied
bedroom. In many households slaves were allowed a
section in the loft or were left to make a place for
themselves in the kitchen. Holders of three or more
slaves tended to provide a dormitory room for male
slaves. Paradoxically, their holder’s wealth sometimes
worked againstindividual slaveshaving their own space,
for the more slavesin the holding, the less likely slaves
were to have a place to themselves.14
The typical housing arrangements seldom accommodatedslave families. Indeed, the pattern of slaveholding in the city throughout the eighteenth century seldom
put slave couples together. The lawyer John Chambers
in 1741 held Robin and Cuba together as a couple who
had their own room in his household, but the most
mentioned arrangement involved male slaves visiting
their wives who were held in separatehooseholds.15
Not only were slave men and slave women held
separately, slave women were also discouraged from
getting pregnantandbearing children. Newspaperadvertisements from the late 1730s onward carried holders’
complaints about what they called “negro wenches”
getting pregnant.One ad in theNav York.Post-Boy of 17
May 1756,for example, offered a cook for sale with the
complaint that “she breedstoo fast for her owner to put
up with such inconveniences.” The incortveniencesevidently were the woman’s diminished servicesduring the
later stagesof pregnancy and during her caring for a
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baby, as well as the holder’s added cost for the new
mouth to feedandback to clothe and,also,the squawking
and having a child under foot.16 Troubles within
householdssometimeserupted from holders’ feeling inconvenienced by slaves getting with child. Louis
Machado’s Diana encountered such hostility about her
pregnancy and having her baby in 1740 that, as a neighbor noted, “because her mistress was agry with her,
[she] took her own child from her breast, and laid it in
the cold, [sol that it froze to death.“17
The separation of slave men and slave women also
produced trouble, usually in the household of the
woman’s holder who set conditions for conjugal visitations. His denying or restricting visitations sometimes
made his home a scene of confrontation when male
slaves physically challenged their separationfrom their
women.” Coming to the woman’s householddespiteher
holder’s rules, male slaves such as house painter John
Roosevelt’s Quack, whose wife was held by Lieutenant
Governor George Clarke, fought for entry. One night in
1741 Quack came to visit his wife despite Clarke’s
forbidding him. When the guard at the governor’s house
tried to block Quack, a scuffle ensued.“Whether you will
or no, I’m going in,” Quack told the sentry who then
clubbed him to the ground with a musketbutt. Quack got
up, collared the sentry, and madehis way into his wife’s
quarters in the governor’s kitchen, but his entry was
short-lived. The sentry, reinforced by the officer of the
guard, “fetched [Quack] and turned him out of the fort,”
according to a report on the incident.lg
Holders who hadno sentry guarding their doors,asthe
governor did, had to patrol their householdsthemselves
to prevent slaves like Quack from coming in. The
prospectof facing down such slaveswashardly inviting,
andthe resentmentengenderedamongthe thwarted male
slaveswasmore than a mild causefor fear on the holders’
parts. Quack was so angeredthat he threatenedto bum
down the governor’s house, and, indeed, the house and
all Fort George. where it sat at the foot of Broadway,
were consumedby flames in March 1741. Quack confessedto setting the blaze, and he himself was burned to
deathat the stakeasone of the dozensoexecutedin 1741.
Confrontation andresentmentwereseldomsodrastically
illustrated, but they were continual problems during the
eighteenth century.20
The pattern of holding slave men and slave women
apart reflected a larger pattern that proved troublesome
in the city-the pattern of maintaining two divergent
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modesof using slaves.One mode was domestic service
where female slavespredominated.Used asmachinesof
convenience, they did cleaning, cooking, dishwashing,
laundering, shopping, and general household chores.
Male slaves also performed in the domestic mode as
personal menservantsto their holders, polishing shoes
and silver buckles, and helping with dressing; they also
handled the stable work and drove for holders who had
carriages.But male slaves were used mostly in a commercial mode, as capital equipment-they
were
machinesof production usedin their holders’ business.21
The distribution of slavesamong holdersreflected the
two modes. One hundred thirty-nine (45.4%) of the 306
holders listed in the city’s censusof 1703 had only one
slave, and the mode in thosesingle holdings was largely
domestic.The majority (65.5%) was holdings of female
slaves.Seventy-nine holders (25.8%) had 2 slaves.The
modetherewasmixed but tendedto thecommercial side:
46 of the two-slave holdings had males only; 22 had
femalesonly; 11 had both a male and a female. The 88
holders with 3 or more slaves had more females than
malesreflecting the fact that femalesoutnumberedmales
in the slave population by 397 to 235; among adults
slaves the numberswere 288 to 102 (SeeTable 3).22
Holding slavechildren with their mothersaffectedthe
distribution in holdings of two or more slaves and the
appearanceof modes,particularly in holdings of threeor
more slaves. Single holdings were almost exclusively
adult slaves,so the sex of the slave clearly indicated the
mode, and domestic service was the dominant mode by
a margin of almost two-to-one. In two-slave holdings the
dominant mode was commercial. Where only males
were held the mode was clearly commercial and was
clearly domestic where only females were held, but in
the elevencaseswhereboth a male and femalewere held,
both modes or only the domestic mode might have
existed,dependingon whetherthe male held wasan adult
or minor. In holdings of three or more slaves, the
presenceof both modesand the affect of slave children
kept with their mother was clear.
The overall pattern of slaveholding revealed that in
New York City, as in most societies with slavery, the
distribution of slaves was skewed toward larger holdings. Twenty-eight percentof the holders in 1703hadthe
majority (57.1%) of the city’s slaves. At least 92 of the
306 holders (30.1%) had only male slaves in 1703.Use
of slaves exclusively in the commercial mode then was
clearly not predominant. Thus, while slaveholding was
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relatively broad in the city and the use of the domestic
mode was widespread,the use of the commercial mode
was relatively concentrated.
The distribution of slaves among holders by occupation reflected the mix and divergence of the two modes.
Reflecting their ranking in the 90th percentile in wealth
in New York City, merchantsas a group had the largest
holdings. On average in 1703, for example, merchants
who held slaves had two (2.1) each. The largest individual slaveholdings were those of merchants.Leading
merchantAbraham DePeysterheld nine slaves;William
Smith, another merchant-not the lawyer who spoke so
vehemently againstslavesin 1741-also held nine. With
their larger holdings merchants were able to use slaves
in both modes: women in domestic service and men in
the valet-groom-driver functions and, also, men in commercial serviceasporters,warehousemen,andasgeneral
hands in business. Craftsmen such as bakers, bolters,
brewers, butchers, carpenters,coopers, goldsmiths, silversmiths, and tanners tended to have smaller holdings
than merchants in 1703. In the smaller holdings the
tendency was not to mix the two modes,but to use one
or the other.
The craftsmen using male slaves and the merchants
also using slaves in the commercial mode increased
significantly after 1703, as indicated by the rise of
males-particularly adult males-in the city’s slave
population. That increase fed the city’s troubles with
slaves. The growing use of slaves in craftwork and the
commercial mode generally was what prompted
Lieutenant Governor Clarke’s remarks in 1737 about
competition and the continual antagonism from white
workingmen. Commercial use of slaves not only
produced competition but also aggravated the city’s
problems of crime and civil disorder about which Clarke,
along with Horsmanden and Smith, also complained.
Becausethe commercial mode skewedthe slavepopulation in the direction of men, the practice promoted larger
proportions of slaves whom New Yorkers found most
difficult to control-the adult male slaves.24
The uprising in 1712,which left more than two dozen
whites from the city’s better families deador wounded,
convinced many whites of the dangers of having any
large number of slave men in the city. William Smith
used the uprising, along with the conspiracy episode in
1741, to reinforce his view against black men. “This is
the secondattempt of the samekind that this brutish and
bloody speciesof mankind have made within one age,”
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Smith declaredin 1741.Lamenting the blacks’ failure to
learn from the lesson of earlier punishment, Smith implored his fellow whites to learn that “we shall never be
quite safe,till that wicked race are under more restraint,
or their number greatly reduced in this city.“25
Not only the dramatic uprising and conspiracy convinced people like Smith that slavemen were dangerous;
the records of crime perennially hi,ghlighted the
troublesome fact. Occasionally slave women were accused and punished for crimes. In July 1716, for example, eighteen-year old Hannah was accused and
confessedto stealing “as much Bristol Stuff [cloth] as
would make her a Gown and Pettycoat.” According to
the record of her case,“she stole the goods becauseshe
was almost naked and her mistress would give her no
clothes.” But the bulk of slave crime was committed by
men. They accountedfor more than 3 of every 4 (77.0%)
of 217 accusations of crime by slaves ,taken to court
throughout the province between 1691 and 1776F6
The predominance of men over women in the slave
population’s crime statistics paralleled the trend in the
general population. Women were less likely to be
criminals, and when they were accused or convicted,
their crime, like that of Hannah, was usually petty theft.
The disorderly conduct, what officials called “illegal
relations,” and crimes of violence by slaves that so
worriedNew Yorkers werecommitted by men.“Because
the lives of women were so circumscribed,” Douglas
Greenberghasnoted in his study of the patternsof crime
in colonial New York, “we would not expectthe statistics
to indicate they were frequently accused of ‘public’
crimes like riots, assaults,and contempt o.fauthority. Of
necessity,women would be accusedof crirmeswhich the
social boundaries of society made available to them:
offensescommitted in private or by stealth.“27
Black men were the ones who evaded curfew and
frequented the dram shops and what lawmen called
“disorderly houses,” which fed the slaves’ appetites for
camaraderie,drink, food, andsex.The men were the ones
noted for associatingwith sailors and transientsand with
fences interested in doing business in the finery of the
slaves’ wealthy holders. The men were ,the ones who
banded together in groups such as the theft ring known
asthe GenevaClub, which wasdiscovered in 1736.They
were the Long Bridge Boys and the Smith’s Fly Boys
who so frightened Clarke, Horsmanden, and Smith in
1741.” Of the more than 200 blacks arrestedin 1741 in
the conspiracy episode, only one black woman was
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apprehended-Mrs.
Alice Burk’s Sarah. Judge
Horsmanden called her “one of the oddest animals
among the black confederates” and “a creature of an
outrageous spirit.” Her sharp tongue pricked the judge
and his fellow officials, but they sawher asno real threat.
While the thirty slave men were marchedto the gallows
and burning stake, Sarah was banished from the
province.29
The slave men were the ones who engenderedthe
complaints and worries in New York throughout the
eighteenthcentury. And it was their shifting proportions
in the population on which popular fears focused. The
issue of population proportions reflected fundamental
facts about the condition and use of slavesin the city.
From a sex ratio-number of men per hundred
women-f 35.4 betweenadult black malesand females
in 1703, the population on the eve of the conspiracy
episode had shifted to a preponderanceof males,with a
sex ratio of 110.6. By 1746 the sex ratio among adult
blacks had risen to 126.7. It fell to 92.8 in 1749 and
reachedback to 96.7 in 1756.On the eve of the American
Revolution the ratio stoodat 76.7 black men over sixteen
yearsof ageper hundred black women in that agegroup
(seeTable 4).
The growing ratio of black men in New York City
during the secondquarter of the eighteenth century particularly contributed to the underlying tensionsexhibited
in the conspiracy episode.Not only did the male-female
imbalance among blacks shift, the number of black men
in the city’s population becamesignificantly different
from that in the rest of New York. During the 1730sand
1740sthe number of black men in the city, comparedto
the number in the colony as a whole, suggestedthat
slavery in the city was shifting from the domesticmode,
which emphasized holding women, to a commercial
mode, which emphasizedholding men (seeTable 5).
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The population density in the city aggravated the
significant difference in the number of black men in the
city during the 1730s and 1740s. Considering its tiny
area,the city’s hosting more black men meantits having
to cope with problems not created by a population of
comparable number elsewhere in the colony. In fact,
outside the city the agricultural base of the colony emphasizedholding black males throughout the eighteenth
century (see Table 4); rural New York maintained a
significantly different ratio betweenblack menandblack
women than the city did (seeTable 6). The city’s ill-fated
move toward the colony’s general emphasis on black
men as slaves gave rise to the increasedworries about
slave crime which surfacedso dramatically in 1741.
The formula producing the city’s trouble was simple
in the popular accounting in 1741: larger numbers of
slave men plus increased density equaled greater
problems with slaves. In the extended aftermath of the
conspiracy, the city turned increasingly away from the
commercial mode, preferring the domestic mode and
predominanceof femalesto the troublesomemales.The
prosecutions in 1741 alone cut the city’s population of
adult male slaves by about one-seventh, in executing
thirty and shipping off seventy-one others “to rid this
country of someof the vilest creaturesin it,” in William
Smith’s words.
The reduction in 1741 was not enough by itself to
satisfy Smith or Horsmanden.Thus the judge issuedhis
warning about holding slaves.The danger was obvious,
he declared,considering the evidenceof the conspiracy,
the uprising in 1712, and the record of slave crimesmore than half (65.3%) of which were against their
holders. Horsmanden projected the full image of the
troublesomeblack presencein pleading with his fellow
white New Yorkers to keep “a strict guard against these
enemies of their own household, since we know what
they are capableof.“3o
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TABLE 2
Distribution

of 438 Slaves

STREET
Beaver
Bridge
Broad
Broad
Broadway
Burgher’s Path
Crown
Dock
Dock
Duke
King
Maiden Lane
Marketfield
Nassau
New
Pearl
Prince
Queen
Queen
Smith
Stone
Wall

identifiable

by Street

WARD*

and Ward of Residence

in New York City, 1703

SLAVES

South Ward
9
1.8
South Ward
7
1.4
South Ward
50
10.1
North Ward
19
3.9
West Ward
43
8.7
East Ward
12
2.4
North Ward
12
2.4
Dock Ward
58
11.8
South Ward
12
2.4
Dock Ward
12
2.4
North Ward
3
0.6
North Ward
3
0.6
South Ward
3
0.6
North Ward
1
0.2
South Ward
2
0.4
Dock Ward
22
4.5
Dock Ward
6
1.2
Montgomerie Ward
69
14.0
East Ward
50
10.1
North Ward
10
2.0
West Ward
20
4.1
(Boundary)
15
3.0
MONTGOMERlE WARD
69
15.8
WEST WARD
63
14.4
EAST WARD
62
14.2
DOCK WARD
40
9.1
NORTH WARD
29
6.6
SOUTH WARD
21
4.8
*NOTE: For purposes of comparison with post-1703 data, street locations within wards are given here by
boundaries redrawn in 1731 under the Montgomerie Charter, rather than those that obtained in l703. The
Outward aboveFresh Water Pond is not included. The ward total as listed in the summary is 284 (64%) of the
438.
SOURCE:“Names of Masters of Families in the City of New York, by Wards, according to the Enumeration
madeabout the year 1703” in Edmund B. O’Callaghan, ed., Documentary History of the State of New York, 4
~01s.(Albany, 1849-1851), 1:395405.
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TABLE 3
Number

of Slaveholders

and Distribution

of Slaves

by Size of Holding

and Sex in New York City,

=I703

Size of
Holding

Number of
Holders

% of
Holders

Number of
Slaves

Sex of
Slaves

% Qf
Slaves
M

F

1

139

45.4

139

20.1

48

91

2

46

15.0

9%

13.3

92

0

2

22

7.2

44

6.3

0

44

2

11

3.6

22

3.2

11

11

2 (All)

79

25.8

158

22.8

03

55

3 or more

85

28.8

395

57.1

84

251

306

100.0

692

100.0

35

397

Totals

Edmund B. O’CaHaghan, ed., Documentary History of the State of New York, 4 ~01s.(Albany,
1849-1851).1:395-405.

SOURCE:

TABLE 4
Sex Ratio in the Adult Black and White

Populations

of the Province

and City of New York,1 698-

1771

YEAR
1698
1703
1723
1731
1737
1746
1749
1756
1771

I

SOURCE:

PROVINCE
BLACK
WHITE
147.6
107.0
120.8
158.2
130.8
142.2
124.9
134.1
119.7

108.3
111.0
103.7
126.7
99.3
108.6
107.0
107.6
109.1

BLACK
77.9
35.4
85.7
98.7
10.7
26.7
92.9
96.7
85.9

CITY
ITE
96.4
80.6
84.6
116.8
91.2
77.5
90.2
67.7
91.5

Thomas J. Davis, “New York’s Long Black Line: A Note on the Growing Slave Population,
in New York&% and History, 2 (1978): 41-59.
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TABLE 5
Number of Black Men in New York City, in New York Province, and Z-Score for Level of
Significant
Statistical
Difference between Numbers in City and Province, 1698-1771

YEAR

CITY

PROVINCE

z SCORE

1698

115

651

0.94

1703

102

707

0.80

1723

408

2186

1.40

1731

599

2932

*1.64

1737

674

3551

1.58

1746

645

2953

**1.99

1749

610

2950

**2.10

1756

604

3797

1.05

1771

890

5372

1.15

*Significant

at .l level. ** Significant

at .05 level.

NOTE: The numbers of black men used here are those reported as sixteen years or older, except for 173 1 and 1737 where colonial census
used ten years or older. For 1698 the census listed only total blacks. The number of black men was reconstructed by interpolation based
on population ratios in 1723 census. Number of blacks in New York Province for 1746 represents addition of total missing, in census for
Albany, reconstructed by intetpolaticn based on population ratios in 1749 census.
SOURCE: Thomas I. Davis, “New York’s Long Black Line: A Note on the Growing Slave Population. 1626-1790,” Afro-Americans in
New York Life and History, 2 (1978): 41-59. Also, see Evans B. Greene and Virginia D. Harrington. American Popufufion before the
Federal Censusof 1790 (New York, 1932),92-103.

TABLE 6
Sex Ratios

among Black Men and Black Women in New York Province and in New York City,
with Z Scores for Levels of Significant
Difference,
1698-l 771

YEAR

PROVINCE

CITY

1698

147.62

79.3 1

-0.14

1703

103.42

35.42

“-0.08

J723

120.77

85.71

**-0.04

1731

158.23

98.68

“-0.07

1737

130.84

110.67

““-0.02

1746

142.96

126.7 1

**-0.02

1749

124.89

92.87

““-0.03

1756

134.15

96.69

**-0.04

1771

119.68

85.90

**-0.03

*Significant

at .1 level. **Significant

z SCORE

at .05 level.

SOURCE: Thomas J. Davis, “New York’s Long Black Line: A Note on the Growing Slave Population, 1626-1790,” Afro-Americans in

New York Life andtiirtory, 2 (1978): 41-59.

